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More classic horror tales written and illustrated by the all-star line-up of Al Feldstein Wally Wood,

Jack Kamen, Johnny Craig, Joe Orlando, Graham Ingels, and Jack Davis!
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Praise for previous volumes of the EC Archives from Dark Horse:"It should go without saying that

any fan of comics should own these, but really, EC's horror comics are an essential piece of the

puzzle for any fan of the horror genre, literary or cinematic." -Den of Geek"The upcoming hardcover

edition of this collection is a must-have for any fan of not only classic horror, but Golden Age

America." -Wicked Horror

The EC comics the EC Archives reprint featured numerous writers and artists most of whom are

now deceased. The author lives in Various.

The EC gang really hits their stride with this volume. No longer an experiment for E.C. publications,

"Tales From The Crypt" was, by this time, an established comic with very good sales.The quality of

this reprint is first class. The binding and reproduction are of the absolute best quality and the paper

is the finest. Everything is as it was except the back covers. The stories are occasionally dumb and

dated, but must have been cutting edge when published. Other stories retain their vintage



creepiness. If you want to see what all the fuss was about E.C. Comics you owe it to yourself to

purchase these wonderful reprints.Since you get the entire magazine you get the side features and

the fan letters, showing what a polished publication this series is. Highly recommended.

If you don't like these comics then you don't get It. Frank Zappa Said "Either you get IT, or you

Don't" . Cannot give a definition to what IT is but you know if you get it. and If you're a person that

can appreciate horror comics hosted by the best in biz (Crypt Keeper, Vault Keeper, & The Old

Witch).Every story is flawless and meets every expecation that I had and exceeded them by far. I

absolutely love This Volume because it was a little later on and they were hitttin their stride, I guess

you could say. I also highly recommend the Haunt Of Fear Vol 1 and 2 (and prolly all the other

volumes but I haven't read them) because it was the last comic book to be created by the crew at

EC comics and It is really deep within their stride that they were riding. THANK YOU TO

EVERYONE WHO MADE THE REFURBISHING OF THESE CLASSIC COMICS POSSIBLE. I also

have the Tales from the Crypt Pinball Machine and its so amazing, the artwork is like nothing you've

ever seen and the table is one of the hardest tables ive ever played, though I did get my initials up

there. But seriously that Machine is soooo fun but soooo hard. BUY IT ALLLLLLLLLLLLL!!!!!!!!

Absolutely wonderful collection! This book is fantastic from start to finish. The quality, the artwork,

the stories... it's all amazing. I look forward to buying more of these EC Archives books in the future.

tales from the crypt has got to be one of the best books ever to come out we would like a lot more of

them.

I have been a long time fan of the Tales from the Crypt franchise, and I must say this book is in

stunning array! If you like comics, or horror, or just both in general - GET IT! You will not regret it

one dime.The book is beautifully detailed in full color, on heavy paper stock and bound in a

hardback book with internal fabric binding. Very tough built, and made to stand the test of time! Not

to mention the price is spot on, but don't wait as when the gems run out, the price will soar upwards

of $100 per book.

Tales from the crypt started my love affair with horror. Dated stories this day and age, but they

horrified parents, and enthralled kids back in the day. Love these stories! Excellent idea to keep the

ads, and letters to the editor as well.



Awesome!

my grandson loves it
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